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Behaviour of free-standing smectic A � lms upon heating

L. V. MIRANTSEV

Institute of Problems of Mechanical Engineering, Academy of Sciences of Russia,
St. Petersburg 199178, Russia; e-mail miran@microm.ipne.ru

(Received 10 May 1999; accepted 16 November 1999 )

In the framework of a previously proposed microscopic mean-� eld model for thin smectic A
liquid crystal � lms with two boundary surfaces, the behaviour of free-standing smectic A � lms
upon heating is investigated theoretically. It is shown that the model accounts for both the
� lm rupture and layer-thinning transitions with increasing temperature. A close correlation
between the behaviour of the � lm upon heating and the surface tension is found. The model
accounts also for essential features of the layer-thinning transitions for thick and thin
free-standing smectic A � lms of various liquid crystal compounds.

1. Introduction It is convenient to divide all LCs exhibiting layer-
A unique property of smectic liquid crystals is the thinning transitions into two groups, namely LCs under-

ability to form free-standing � lms (FSFs), which can be going the bulk SmA–I phase transition, and those having
considered as stacks of several smectic layers with two the SmA–N–I phase sequence. As a rule, compounds
free boundary surfaces. Their surface area can be as from the � rst group are per� uorinated, i.e. they have
large as several cm2, and the � lm thickness can be varied one hydrogeneous alkyl and one � uorinated alkyl tail,
from thousands of molecular layers down to two, and for example, H8F(2,1)MOPP [13], or two � uorinated
even one smectic layer [1, 2]. This makes the FSF a alkyl tails, for example, F3MOCPH11OB [14].
convenient system for investigation of the crossover from Conventional LCs with two hydrogeneous alkyl tails do
3D to 2D behaviour [3, 4]. The combination of the not exhibit layer-thinning transitions and rupture above
surface-induced ordering and � nite-size e� ects in these the bulk SmA–I transition temperature [13]. There is a
� lms gives rise to the appearance of phenomena which close correlation between the behaviour of a FSAF upon
are not observed in bulk liquid crystal (LC) samples heating above the bulk SmA–I transition point and the
[5–8]. measured values of the surface tension. The per� uorinated

One of the most remarkable of these phenomena is compounds, exhibiting layer-thinning transitions, show
the layer-thinning transition. For most LC compounds, a signi� cantly lower surface tension (~13 dyn cm Õ 1
FSFs prepared in the smectic A (SmA) temperature [15]) than the conventional LCs (~20–25 dyn cm Õ 1
range rupture upon heating above the bulk SmA– [16]) that rupture upon heating. Further, the thinning
isotropic (SmA–I) or SmA–nematic (SmA–N) transition transitions in ‘thick’ FSAFs (number of the � lm layers
temperatures. In 1994, however, Stoebe et al. [9] found N > 10) of compounds from the � rst group may occur
that above the bulk SmA–I transition point the SmA in multilayer steps of variable size, and thus can be
FSF (FSAF) of one member of the partially per� uorinated termed ‘irregular’ [14]. For � lm thicknesses less than 10
5-n -alkyl-2- (4-n -per� uoroalkylmetheleneoxypheny l)- layers, the � lm loses a single layer per transition, and
pyrimidine homologous series, namely H10F5MOPP, each transition occurs at a reproducible temperature.
exhibits a series of thinning transitions with increasing Therefore such thinning transitions can be termed
temperature. For example, the initially 25 layer � lm ‘regular’, or layer-by-layer transitions [14]. Finally, the
thinned to 15, 11, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2 layers before it series of regular thinning transitions can be characterized
� nally ruptured at a temperature about 25 K higher by the simple power law expression
than that of the bulk SmA–I transition. Later, Demikhov
et al. [10] observed similar thinning behaviour above the h(t)~ t Õ b (1)
bulk SmA–N transition point of LC 50.6 (4-n-pentyloxy-

where h is the � lm thickness (in units of layers), t isbenzylidene-4-n-hexylaniline) . To date, such phenomena
the reduced temperature t = [Tc(N ) Õ T0]/T0 , Tc(N ) is thehave been found by di� erent research groups in several
maximum temperature at which the N-layer � lm canLC compounds [11–14], and one can summarize their

essential features. exist, and T
0

is very close to the bulk SmA–I transition
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492 L. V. Mirantsev

temperature. The exponent b ranges from ~0.6 to ~0.7 In this paper we present the results of a recent
numerical investigation of the model proposed in[9, 13, 14].

Now, let us turn to the second group of compounds [17, 18], and show that this model accounts for all the
above-mentioned features of behaviour of FSAFs uponexhibiting layer-thinning transitions. For such com-

pounds the existence of these phenomena is not related heating above the bulk SmA–I or SmA–N transition
temperature. It has been found that this behaviourto per� uorination, and the layer-thinning transitions can

occur in conventional LC materials with two hydro- depends crucially on the strength W0 of the e� ective
short range external � eld, which simulates the orientinggeneous alkyl tails [10–12]. The surface tension of these

LCs is equal to about 20–25 dyn cm Õ 1 [12], much action of the boundary free surfaces on the LC molecules
within the � rst and last � lm layers. If this � eld is nothigher than that of per� uorinated compounds from the

� rst group. Further, the thinning transitions in LCs su� ciently ‘strong’ (W0 < a certain critical value Wc0 ),
then heating the � lm above some critical temperaturehaving the bulk nematic phase are more regular than

those in mesogens exhibiting the bulk SmA–I phase Tc (N ) gives rise to melting of the smectic layers in the
whole � lm volume, resulting in turn in � lm rupture. Ontransition. For example, 16-, 17-, 24-, and even 48-layer

FSAFs demonstrate layer-by-layer transitions [10, 12], the contrary, when the anisotropic interaction between
the LC molecules and the boundary free surfaces iswhereas for LC materials from the � rst group such

regular transitions can occur only in FSAFs with thick- ‘strong’ enough (W0 > Wc0 ), heating the � lm above Tc (N )
gives rise to the appearance of a ‘quasi-smectic’ (QSmA)nesses less than 10 layers. The temperatures of these

transitions have also been found to obey the power law � lm structure composed of the melted interior � lm layers
and the interfacial layers maintaining the orientational(1) with exponent b similar to that for per� uorinated

compounds from the � rst group. and positional order. In this case the ordered interfacial
� lm layers seek to squeeze out the melted interior layers,A theoretical description of layer-thinning transitions

in free-standing smectic A � lms based on a simple giving rise to the thinning transition. Since the above-
mentioned external orienting � eld gives a negative con-microscopic mean-� eld model for thin LC � lms with
tribution to the total interfacial free energy of FSAFs,two boundary surfaces was proposed for the � rst time
then the surface tension of � lms exhibiting layer-thinningin [17, 18]. Later, other models for thinning transitions
transitions should be lower than that of FSAFs rupturingwere o� ered in [19, 20]. Up to now, however, a complete
upon heating. Moreover, the model predicts that for LCunderstanding of these phenomena is absent. In particular ,
materials having the bulk nematic phase, the ratioit is not clear why FSAFs of some LCs undergo layer-
Wc0 /V0 , where V0 is the intermolecular interaction con-thinning transitions, whereas FSAFs of most liquid
stant, could be signi� cantly smaller than that for com-crystalline compounds rupture with increasing temper-
pounds undergoing the bulk SmA–I phase transition.ature. It is obvious, that a successful theoretical model
Hence, the surface tension of LC compounds from theof layer-thinning transitions should account for this fact
� rst group should be signi� cantly lower than that ofand answer the following questions:
those from the second group. This result allows us to

(i) Why do LC compounds without the bulk nematic reveal a rôle of per� uorination in the layer-thinning
phase exhibit layer-thinning transitions only after transitions. Per� uorination signi� cantly lowers the LC
per� uorination, whereas for LC materials having surface tension and this provides a possibility of thinning
the bulk SmA–N–I phase sequence per� uorination transitions in LC compounds without the bulk nematic
is not necessary, and the layer-thinning transitions phase. As for LC materials having the bulk nematic phase,
can occur in conventional LC compounds with they can exhibit thinning transitions at values of the
two � exible hydrogeneous alkyl tails? surface tension higher than that for compounds from

(ii) Why for su� ciently thick (N > 10) � lms of LCs the � rst group and do not need per� uorination.
without the bulk nematic phase are the thinning The model accounts also for the ‘irregularity’ of the
transitions ‘irregular’, i.e. show irreproducible layer-thinning transitions in ‘thick’ (N > 10) FSAFs of
behaviour, and may occur in multilayer steps of compounds from the � rst group, and the ‘regularity’ of
variable size, whereas for � lm thicknesses less than these transitions in the ‘thin’ (N < 10) � lms. It has been
10 layers these transitions are ‘regular’, occurring found that for su� ciently thick � lms there are two
layer-by-layer at reproducible temperatures? temperatures characterizing the stability of the SmA � lm

(iii) Why for LC materials having the bulk nematic structure and the occurrence of the QSmA structure. At
phase are the layer-thinning transitions more the � rst temperature Tbc (N ) (‘binodal’ point) the QSmA
regular then those for LC compounds without structure becomes energetically more favourable than
the nematic phase, and even su� ciently thick the SmA structure, and when the second temperature

T sc
(N ) (‘spinodal’ point) is reached, the N-layer FSAF(N > 20) FSAFs exhibit layer-by-laye r transitions?
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493E� ects of heating free-standing SmA � lms

becomes absolutely unstable to the occurrence of the homeotropically oriented, i.e. the director n is aligned
along the normal n to the boundary surfaces. TheQSmA structure. The SmA to QSmA transition and,

hence, the thinning transition, should occur at the tem- intermolecular interaction is simulated by the McMillan
model short range pair potential [21], and the moleculesperature Tc(N ) which can range from Tbc (N ) to T sc (N ),

and the model predicts that the number of � lm layers within each layer are assumed to interact only with
the molecules of the same layer and those of the twosqueezed into the surrounding reservoir depends on the

value of Tc(N ). If Tc(N ) is close to the binodal point neighbouring layers. The action of the boundary free
surfaces on the LC molecules is simulated by an ‘e� ective’Tbc

(N ), then the � lm should lose one smectic layer per
transition, whereas near the spinodal point T sc

(N ), the orienting � eld (see equation (3) in [17, 18]) which
induces a homeotropic orientation in the FSAF. Thesethinning transition occurs in a multilayer step. Near the

binodal point Tbc (N ) the di� erence DF between the free � elds are assumed to be very short range, and they act
directly only on the molecules within the � rst and lastenergies of the SmA and QSmA � lm structures is small,

and because of a su� ciently high smectic–isotropic � lm layers. By analogy with McMillan theory, in a
mean-� eld approximation, the single particle pseudo-interfacial excess free energy, the probability of QSmA

structure nucleation in thick FSAFs is negligibly low. potentials V
i
(z

i
, q

i
), and, hence the distribution functions

f
i
(z

i
, q

i
) (i = 1, N ) for the molecules within each � lmThis probability grows with increasing temperature

and becomes su� ciently high near the spinodal point layer are obtained (see equations (4–7), and (11) in
[17, 18]). These pseudopotentials are the functions ofT sc(N ). Therefore, in thick FSAFs the QSmA structure

could appear only in a ‘highly superheated’ metastable the ‘local’ orientational q
i

and smectic s
i

order para-
meters determined by self-consistent equations (8, 9) inSmA phase. Then ‘non-thermodynamic s factors’ such

as impurities, ions, etc., become very important to this [17, 18]. The free energies F
i

of the discrete � lm layers
and the total free energy F of the N-layer � lm areprocess, giving rise to high irregularity of the thinning

transition in thick FSAFs (the transition temperature determined by equations (12–14) and (15), respectively,
in [17, 18].and discontinuity in the � lm thickness are variable

and can change from run to run). The model predicts The numerical solution of the self-consistent equations
(8, 9) allows us to determine the local order parametersalso that the width of the SmA metastability interval,

T sc(N ) Õ Tbc (N ), decreases with decreasing � lm thickness q
i

and s
i

at a given number N of � lm layers, the
temperature T, the model parameter a, which in theN; beginning from a certain thickness N ¾ (N ¾ < 10), this

interval degenerates to a point. Then for su� ciently thin framework of McMillan theory, determines the type and
‘strength’ of the phase transition for the bulk LC sample,� lms (N < 10) the QSmA structure should appear at the

binodal point Tbc
(N ), and hence the thinning transition and the ratio W

0
/V

0
. Then, using equations (12–15), one

can determine the free energy pro� le and the total freeoccurs in a regular layer-by-layer manner. Moreover,
numerical calculations show that the binodal points are energy F of the � lm, respectively. Thus, we can obtain

all the information about the thermodynamic propertieswell described by the power law (1) with an exponent b
similar to experimental value. of a FSAF and investigate its behaviour upon heating.

First, let us investigate the dependence of such aFurther, the model predicts that for thick FSAFs of
LC compounds having the bulk nematic phase, the behaviour on ‘strength’ of an orienting action of the

boundary free surfaces on the LC molecules withinwidth of the SmA metastability interval, T sc
(N ) Õ Tbc

(N ),
is much smaller than that for FSAFs of the same the outermost � lm layers. Since in the framework of the

model this orienting action is simulated by the externalthickness but consisting of LC materials without the
bulk nematic phase. Moreover, when the bulk SmA–N � elds given by equation (3) in [17, 18], we should

investigate the behaviour of the FSAF upon heating for� rst order phase transition is su� ciently weak, this width
can be equal to zero even for a � lm thickness >20 layers. various magnitudes of the ratio W

0
/V

0
at � xed values of

both the number N of � lm layers and the model para-Thus, the model also accounts for the occurrence of
regular layer-by-layer thinning transitions for su� ciently meter a. As in [17, 18], we set the initial number of � lm

layers at N0
= 25 and the parameter a equal, at � rst, tothick FSAFs of LCs having the bulk nematic phase.

1.05 (the bulk SmA–I phase transition occurs).
The numerical solution of the self-consistent equations2. Rupture and thinning transitions as two possible

scenarios of behaviour of FSAFs above the bulk SmA–I (8, 9) in [17, 18] shows that, independent of the value of
W0 /V0 , for a temperature T < Tbc (N0 ) with Tbc (N0 ) > T0 ,or SmA–N transition temperature

According to the FSAF model proposed in [17, 18], the stable SmA phase occurs in the � lm under con-
sideration, see � gure 1 in [17, 18]. Both the orientationalan LC � lm with two boundary surfaces is assumed to

consist of N discrete layers with thickness of the order and smectic order parameters are di� erent from zero in
each � lm layer. The free energy pro� le in the SmA phase isof the molecular length l. The � lm is also assumed to be
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494 L. V. Mirantsev

Figure 2. Dependence of L*c on the ratio W0 /V0 for di� erentFigure 1. Typical behaviour of the e� ective thickness L* of a
well smectic ordered region in a 25-layer FSAF upon values of the parameter a: N0

= 25. Curve 1, a = 0.9;
curve 2, a = 1; curve 3, a = 1.05; curve 4, a = 1.1; curve 5,heating above T bc (N0 ). It is shown that a sharp decay of

L* occurs near the spinodal point T sc (N0 ): a = 1.05. a = 1.2.
Curve 1, W0 /V0

= 1.8; curve 2, W0 /V0
= 1.

phase, however, the monotonic character of the free
energy pro� le is drastically distorted. Now the distri-a monotonic function of the distance from the boundary
bution of the free energy over the � lm layers has twofree surface, see � gure 3 (curve 1) in [17, 18]. As for the
maxima which are symmetric with respect to the centree� ective force acting on the � lm layers, this force for
of the � lm, see � gure 3 (curve 2) in [17, 18]. The presenceeach layer of one half of the � lm is directed towards the
of these maxima results from the � rst 2–3 interfacial� rst boundary surface and the forces acting on all layers
� lm layers being subjected to attractive forces from theof the other half of the � lm are directed towards the
boundary surfaces, whereas the interior layers are sub-second surface. In other words, in the SmA phase all
jected to forces acting in the opposite direction. As a� lm layers are subjected to attractive forces from the

boundary surfaces.
When the critical temperature (binodal point) Tbc (N0 )

is reached and the SmA phase becomes unstable (the
order parameter pro� les shown in � gure 1 in [17, 18]
do not provide an absolute minimum of the total free
energy F ), the behaviour of the N

0
layer of the FSAF

depends crucially on the value of the ratio W0 /V0 . When
this value is su� ciently large, the system under con-
sideration should undergo a discontinuous transition to
a ‘quasi-smectic ’ A phase (QSmA). The orientational and
smectic order parameter pro� les in the QSmA phase,
which for T > Tbc (N0 ) provide a minimum value of F ,
are shown in � gure 2 in [17, 18]. Though both the
orientational and smectic order parameters in the � rst
interfacial layers are di� erent from zero, they decay
rapidly to nearly zero with distance from the boundary
surface. In fact, the isotropic phase occurs in the interior
part of the � lm, whereas the interfacial � lm layers hold

Figure 3. Dependences of the reduced binodal tb and thethe smectic order. Therefore, one can consider the ‘quasi-
reduced spinodal ts temperatures on the number N of � lm

smectic’ state of the � lm as a composite structure with layers: W0 /V0
= 1.8. b1 and s1 are the binodal and spinodal

a melted interior part and a ‘hard’ smectic membrane, temperatures, respectively, for a = 1.05; b2 and s2 are the
analogous temperatures for a = 0.9.which preserves the � lm from rupture. In the QSmA
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495E� ects of heating free-standing SmA � lms

result, the melted interior � lm layers are squeezed by which remains in the free-standing � lm after melting of
the smectic order in its interior. For symmetric reasons,the hard smectic membrane. According to the estimation

made in [17, 18], the average pressure acting on the this thickness can be de� ned as L*c
= L*/2. The depend-

ence of L*c on the ratio W0 /V0 for di� erent values of theinterior � lm layers can be comparable with atmospheric
pressure. Consequently, some of the melted interior parameter a is shown in � gure 2 (for a < 0.98, according

to the McMillan theory, the bulk SmA–N transitionlayers can be squeezed into the surrounding reservoir
producing a stable smectic A � lm with a fewer number occurs, and the parameter sAI in equation (2 ) must be

replaced by the bulk smectic order parameter s
AN

atof layers. In other words, the SmA–QSmA transition in
the free-standing � lm could be accompanied by the the SmA–N transition temperature) . It is seen that in the

case of ‘strong’ interaction between the LC moleculesthinning transition.
For smaller values of the ratio W0 /V0 , the model and the boundary surfaces (W0 > 2V0 ) the magnitude of

L*c depends weakly on W0 for all values of the parameterpredicts another scenario of behaviour of a FSAF upon
heating. In this case, when the critical temperature a under consideration (0.9 < a < 1.2), and it saturates at

W
0
~ 5V

0
. The maximum value of the ‘hard’ smecticTbc

(N
0
) is reached, the absolute minimum of the total

free energy F of the � lm is provided by a solution of the membrane thickness L*c
ranges from ~2 smectic layers,

for a = 1.2 up to ~6 smectic layers for a = 0.9. Whenself-consistent equations (8, 9) in [17, 18] corresponding
to almost complete disappearance of the smectic order in W0 < 2V0 , a decrease of W0 gives rise to a sharp decrease

in the thickness L*c to nearly zero at values of W0 rangingthe whole volume of the � lm. Now the hard membrane,
which in the QSmA phase preserves the � lm from from ~0.8V0 , for a = 0.9, up to ~1.5V0 for a = 1.2. If

a minimum e� ective thickness of the ‘hard’ smecticrupture, is absent, and � lm rupture is inevitable.
Two possible scenarios of behaviour of the � lm membrane (which is capable of preserving the � lm with

a melted interior from rupture) is assumed to be equalupon heating can be illustrated by � gure 1, in which an
e� ective thickness L* (in terms of the molecular length l ) to the thickness l of a single smectic layer, then one can

� nd from � gure 2 that the critical value Wc0 for the LCof a ‘well smectic ordered’ region in the 25-layer free-
standing � lm vs. the reduced temperature t is shown molecule-boundary surface interaction constant should

range from ~1.2V
0
, for a = 0.9, up to ~1.8V

0
for a = 1.2.for su� ciently ‘strong’ (W

0
/V

0
= 1.8) and ‘moderate’

(W0 /V0
= 1.0) orienting actions of the boundary free The above theoretical results suggest to us that

behaviour of a FSAF upon heating above the bulksurface on the LC molecules. Here L* is de� ned as
SmA–I or SmA–N transition point depends crucially on
the strength of the orienting action of the boundary free

L* = A �
N0

i=1

s
iBN s

AI
(2 )

surfaces on the LC molecules. When this orienting action
is su� ciently strong (W

0 > Wc0
), the thinning transition

should occur. In the opposite case (W0 < Wc0 ), the heatingwhere sAI is the value of the bulk smectic order para-
meter at the SmA–I transition temperature T0 , given by
McMillan’s theory [21] for a = 1.05. The e� ective thick-
ness L* can be considered as the number of ‘full-bodied’
smectic layers in the � lm. It is seen that for both ‘strong’
and ‘moderate’ interactions between the LC molecules
and the boundary surface, heating of the FSAF above
the critical temperature Tbc (N0 ) should give rise to a
sharp decrease of the e� ective thickness L*. For the
‘strong’ interaction, however, L* decays to a � nite value
di� erent from zero (the SmA–QSmA transition) , whereas
for the ‘moderate’ interaction, L* decreases to nearly
zero (� lm rupture).

One can expect that there is a certain critical value of
the LC molecule-boundary surface interaction constant
Wc0 which separates two possible scenarios of behaviour
of the FSAF upon heating above Tbc

(N
0
). For W

0 > Wc0
,

the thinning transition should occur, whereas for W0<Wc0,
� lm rupture should be observed. To � nd this critical
value, we have determined, for di� erent values of the Figure 4. Dependences of the reduced width DtMS of the
interaction constant W0 and the model parameter a, an metastability region on the parameter a for a 25-layer

FSAF: W0 /V0
= 1.8.e� ective thickness L*c

of the hard smectic membrane
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496 L. V. Mirantsev

of the FSAF above a certain critical temperature gives 3. Regular and irregular thinning transitions
Now let us turn to the problem of regularity of therise to the melting of the smectic order in the whole � lm

volume, and � lm rupture is observed. Moreover, from thinning transitions. As said in the previous section,

when the e� ective orienting action of the boundary freeresults shown in � gure 2, one can conclude that for LC
compounds having a bulk nematic phase (a < 0.98), the surfaces on the LC molecules is su� ciently strong, the

model predicts the occurrence of the critical temperaturecritical value W c0 should be signi� cantly lower than for

LCs exhibiting the bulk SmA–I transition. Since, accord- Tbc (N ) (the binodal point), above which the N-layer
FSAF becomes unstable to the appearance of theing to the model, the orienting interaction between LC

molecules and the boundary free surface gives a negative QSmA structure and the subsequent thinning transition.

In addition, the model predicts the occurrence of thecontribution to the total � lm-vapour interfacial free
energy (see equation (3) in [17, 18]), the surface tension second critical temperature (the spinodal point) T sc

(N )

[T sc (N ) > Tbc (N )], above which the N-layer FSAF isfor a FSAF exhibiting the thinning transitions should

be lower than that for a FSAF that ruptures upon absolutely unstable (there is no solution which gives
the local smectic order parameters di� erent from zeroheating. Furthermore, FSAFs of LC compounds having

a bulk nematic phase could give thinning transitions for in each � lm layer), and the transition to the QSmA

structure and, as a consequence, the thinning transitionvalues of the surface tension higher than those necessary
to observe these transitions in � lms of LC materials become inevitable. Therefore, within a temperature range

Tbc (N ) < T < T sc(N ), the N-layer FSAF can be con-without a bulk nematic phase.

These predictions of the model are in good qualitative sidered as a metastable state, and the thinning transitions
can be, in principle, observed at any temperature Tc(N )agreement with results from experiments on the behaviour

of FSAFs upon heating. As said in the Introduction, from this metastability region. The dependences of the

reduced binodal (tb = [Tbc (N ) Õ T0]/T0 ) and reducedamong numerous LC compounds exhibiting the bulk

SmA–I transition, only several per� uorinated materials spinodal (ts=[T sc(N ) Õ T0]/T0) temperatures on the number
N of � lm layers are shown for a = 1.05 (curves b1 and s1)give thinning transitions. These per� uorinated LCs

are signi� cantly lower surface tensions (~13 dyn cm Õ 1 and for a = 0.9 (curves b2 and s2), respectively, in � gure 3.

It is seen that for both LCs, the � rst of which exhibits[15]) than conventional non-per� uorinated compounds

(~20–25 dyn cm Õ 1 [16]) that rupture upon heating. A the bulk SmA–I phase transition (a = 1.05) and the

second has the bulk nematic phase (a = 0.9), the reducedcomparison of these experimental results with the above

model predictions not only allows us to quote the width of the metastability region DtMS
= tsc (N ) Õ tbc (N )

decreases with decreasing � lm thickness, and beginningqualitative agreement between them, but also enables us
to explain the importance of � uorination in the thinning from a certain critical number N ¾ of � lm layers, this

region degenerates to a point. For thick FSAFs of thetransitions. Apparently, � uorination of the end groups

of the � exible molecular tails provides the strength of � rst LC, however, the metastability region is much wider

than for similar FSAFs of the second material. Moreover,orienting action of the boundary free surface on the

LC molecules necessary for the occurrence of thinning for LCs exhibiting the bulk SmA–I transition, the critical

number (N ¾ ~ 10) of � lm layers is signi� cantly smallertransitions in LC compounds without a bulk nematic

phase. than that (N ¾ ~ 18) for materials having the bulk nematic

phase. Numerical investigation of the model shows alsoOn the other hand, for LC materials having a bulk
nematic phase, the existence of thinning transitions is that for LCs undergoing a ‘weak’ enough bulk SmA–N

� rst order phase transition, the metastability region cannot related to � uorination, and these phenomena can be

observed for conventional LCs with two hydrogeneous degenerate to a point even for su� ciently thick FSAFs,

such as the 25-layer � lm. This fact can be illustrated byalkyl tails [10–12]. The surface tension of such compounds

is equal to about 20–25 dyn cm Õ 1, much higher than that � gure 4, in which the reduced width of the metastability

region DtMS is plotted vs. the model parameter a forof per� uorinated LCs exhibiting thinning transitions.

These experimental results are also in qualitative agree- the 25-layer FSAF. It is seen that DtMS decreases with
decreasing a and reaches zero at a# 0.87. Since in thement with the model predictions because, as said above,

in LC materials with a bulk nematic phase, thinning framework of the McMillan theory [21] the ‘strength’

(the transition enthalpy) of the bulk SmA–I or SmA–Ntransitions can be observed at a strength of orienting

action of the boundary free surface on the LC molecules � rst order phase transition is proportional to the para-

meter a, one can conclude that the width of the meta-lower than that necessary for compounds without a

bulk nematic phase. Consequently, the surface tension stability region decreases, and the critical number N ¾ of

� lm layers increases with weakening of the bulk phaseof FSAFs of the former materials can be higher than
that of FSAFs of the latter materials. transition.
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497E� ects of heating free-standing SmA � lms

As said above, the thinning transition can occur, in one can estimate this value in the following way. There
are a number of experimental data on the isotropic–principle, at any temperature Tc (N ) within the meta-

stability region. However, both the probability of the nematic interfacial tension c
NI

for various LCs [23–26],
and typically cNI

~ 10 Õ 1 dyn cm Õ 1. On the other hand,transition and the number of � lm layers squeezed into
the surrounding reservoir depend strongly on Tc(N ). theoretical investigation [27] of interfacial SmA structures

shows that the magnitude of cAI should be an orderThe number N1 of layers remaining in the � lm after
thinning must be such as to provide the existence of the higher than that of cNI . Then we can set cAI

~ 1 dyn cm Õ 1.
Inserting this value and l # 30 AÃ into equation (5), onestable SmA phase with total free energy not exceeding

that of the QSmA phase in the free-standing � lm of obtains
initial thickness [17, 18]. In the opposite case the � lm
should obtain some energy from outside. The numerical f # 2 Ö 1027 exp A Õ

2048N2I
DFT B s Õ 1 cm Õ 2. (6)

investigation of the model shows that near the binodal
point Tbc (N ), this condition can be satis� ed by squeezing Now, using equation (6), let us calculate the frequency
a single � lm layer into the surrounding reservoir, whereas f as a function of temperature within the metastability
su� ciently above this temperature, the � lm should region for su� ciently thick (25-layer) FSAFs at a = 1.05.
lose several layers. For example, for a = 1.05, near the The number NI of isotropic layers in the QSmA phase
spinodal point the initially 25-layer FSAF should thin may be determined from � gure 2 in [17, 18] and, as
down to 13 layers. As for the probability of the thinning easily seen, one can set N

I # 10. The typical value of
transition, according to the model, this transition is the temperature T is, according to [9, 13, 14], about
caused by the appearance of the QSmA structure in the 350–360 K. The di� erence DF between the free energies
� lm, and, hence, the probability under consideration of the SmA and QSmA states of the � lm within the
should be directly proportional to that of nucleation of metastability region (which, according to � gure 3, ranges
the QSmA phase in the FSAF. This probability can be, from t # 10 Õ 2 to t# 2.2 Ö 10 Õ 2 can be directly obtained
in turn, estimated in a manner similar to that proposed from the model. The resulting frequency f , as a function
in [2, 22]. of the reduced temperature within the metastability

Let us consider the FSAF of a LC without the bulk region of the 25-layer FSAF is shown in � gure 5. It is
nematic phase (a > 0.98) at the temperature T within seen that not far from the binodal point, this frequency
the metastability region Tbc (N ) < T < T sc(N ), i.e. when is negligibly small, and reaches a value comparable with
the SmA–QSmA transition can, in principle, occur. For unity at t~ 1.9 Ö 10 Õ 2, i.e. not far from the spinodal
simplicity, a nucleus of the QSmA phase in the N-layer point. Consequently, in su� ciently thick FSAFs of LC
FSAF can be assumed to have a cylindrical form. Then materials exhibiting the bulk SmA–I phase transition, the
the energy required to create such a nucleus of radius R

can be approximately written as

E
R

# 2pRNI lcAI
Õ pDFR2, (3 )

where NI is the number of ‘isotropic’ layers in the
composite QSmA structure, c

AI
is the isotropic–smectic A

interfacial tension, and DF is the di� erence between the
free energies of the SmA and QSmA � lm structures per
unit area. Using equation (3), one can � nd an energy
barrier

E
c # p(N

I
lc

AI
)2 /DF (4 )

and, hence, the frequency of thermally creating nuclei of
the QSmA phase of critical radius Rc# (NI lcAI )/DF per
unit area of the � lm. This frequency will be

f = f0 exp(Õ Ec /KBT) (5 )

where K
B

is the Boltzmann constant, and f
0

is assumed,
according to [2, 22], to be f0

~ (speed of sound)/
[(molecular diameter) Ö (molecular cross section)]~

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the frequency f of
2 Ö 1027 s Õ 1 cm Õ 2. thermally creating nuclei of the QSmA phase of critical

Though for the present there are no well established radius Rc per unit area for a 25-layer FSAF. a = 1.05;
W0 /V0

= 1.8; N1
= 10; cAI

= 1 dyn cmÕ 1.data on the isotropic–smectic A interfacial tension c
AI

,
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498 L. V. Mirantsev

QSmA structure should appear only in a ‘highly super- LCs exhibiting the bulk SmA–I phase transition. Further,
beginning from a certain su� ciently large number N ¾ ofheated’ metastable SmA phase. Then ‘non-thermodyna mic

factors’, such as, impurities, ions, etc., can play a very � lm layers (for a = 0.9, N ¾ ~ 18 ), the metastability region
for these � lms should degenerate to a point. Since, asimportant role for the SmA–QSmA transition. As a result,

the transition temperature and, hence, the discontinuity has been shown above, irregularity of the thinning
transitions in thick FSAFs is due to the existence ofin the � lm thickness are variable and an change from

run to run. Thus, the model accounts for the experi- ‘wide’ metastability regions of the SmA phase, one can
conclude that the thinning transitions in thick FSAFsmentally observed high irregularity of thinning transitions

in thick FSAFs [9, 13, 14]. of LCs having the bulk nematic phase should be more
‘regular’ than those in FSAFs of the same thickness, butFurther, the model accounts for the observable regular

character of the thinning transitions in su� ciently thin formed from LC compounds without a bulk nematic
phase. Moreover, if the bulk SmA–N phase transition isFSAFs [9, 13, 14]. As said above, the width of the

metastability region decreases with decreasing � lm su� ciently ‘weak’, then the metastability region of the
SmA phase degenerates to zero even for thick enoughthickness (see � gure 3) and, beginning from the critical

number N ¾ (for a = 1.05, N ¾ ~ 10 ) of � lm layers, this (N > 20) � lms (see � gure 4). Consequently, for LCs
exhibiting ‘weak’ bulk SmA–N phase transitions, aregion degenerates to a point. Therefore, for N < 10,

the SmA–QSmA transition temperature should be a su� ciently thick FSAF can demonstrate regular layer-
by-layer thinning transitions. Thus, the model accountsreproducible value coinciding with the binodal point

Tbc (N ). Hence, the � lm should lose a single layer per for the experimentally observed regular layer-by-layer
thinning transitions in 16-, 17- [10], 24-, and eventransition. Thus, the thinning transitions in a FSAF with

N < 10 should be ‘regular’ layer-by-layer in type. One 48-layer [12] FSAFs of LCs having a bulk nematic
phase. In addition, the model predicts that the temper-can also see that the numerically calculated dependence

of a reduced binodal temperature tb on the number N of atures of the thinning transitions in these FSAFs should
obey the power law (1) (see curve 2 in � gure 6) with� lm layers (see � gure 6, curve 1) is well described by the

power law (1), which characterizes the experimentally exponent b similar to that for FSAFs of LC without the
bulk nematic phase. This theoretical result is also inobserved regular thinning transitions. Moreover, the

corresponding exponent b # 0.7 is found to be very agreement with experimental observations [10–12].
similar to the experimental value [9, 13, 14].

Let us turn to FSAFs of LC compounds having the 4. Conclusion
We present the results of recent theoretical investi-bulk nematic phase (a < 0.98). As easily seen from

� gure 3, the metastability regions of the SmA phase for gations of the behaviour of FSAFs upon heating; these
have been performed in the framework of the previouslysuch � lms are much narrower than those for FSAFs of
proposed microscopic mean-� eld model for thin LC � lms
with two boundary surfaces [17, 18]. It has been shown
that the model allows us to account for the essential
features of this behaviour, which depends crucially on
the strength of the orienting action of the boundary
free surfaces on the LC molecules within the outermost
� lm layers. If the e� ective short range external � eld
simulating this action is not su� ciently ‘strong’, then
� lm heating above some critical temperature Tc (N ) gives
rise to melting of the smectic layers in the whole � lm
volume, resulting, in turn, in � lm rupture. On the
contrary, when the orienting action of the boundary free
surfaces on the LC molecules is ‘strong’ enough, � lm
heating above Tc(N ) gives rise to the appearance of
the ‘quasi-smectic’ � lm structure composed of melted
interior � lm layers and interfacial layers maintaining the
smectic order. The interfacial � lm layers squeeze out a
few melted interior layers into the surrounding reservoir,
giving rise to the thinning transition. It has been shown
that the surface tension of � lms exhibiting thinningFigure 6. Log–log plot of the dependence of the reduced
transitions should be lower than that of FSAFs rupturingbinodal temperature tb on the number N of � lm layers:

W0 /V0
= 1.8. Curve 1, a = 1.05; curve 2, a = 0.9. upon heating. This prediction of the model is in qualitative
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